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Vredo is a leading manufacturer of agricultural, public amenities 
and fine turf equipment. Vredo’s regular production 
manufactures four product lines:

• Overseeders (Agricultural, Amenities and Fine Turf)
• Slicing Filters (Static and mobile)
• Slurry Injectors
• Self-Propelled Vehicles (SlurryTracs)

All these product lines are fully developed and produced
in-house. To this end, Vredo is equipped with state of the art 
production equipment. Vredo sells and distributes her products 
directly and through a carefully selected distribution
network both nationally and internationally.

IN-HOUSE DEVELOPMENT

HISTORY

The beginning of the company goes back to 1947. At that 
time Mr. B de Vree, a farmer’s son, started an agricultural 
contractor’s business. The activities were diverse and 
machines were often adapted to the specific demands of 
the heavy clay soils of the local Betuwe area.

The adaption of existing machinery changed
slowly in the course of time into the development of new 
machines. Vredo developed more and more into an 
engineering company and later into a fully-fledged factory.

In 1976 de Vree introduced a completely self-developed 
machine: the Vredo Grassland Overseeder. At the end of 
the 80’s the same double disc principal was used for the 
development of the unique Vredo Slurry Injectors.

In 1989 Vredo mounted a slurry tank on top of a Horsch 
three wheel self-propelled vehicle. This was Vredo’s first 
step into working with self-propelled vehicles. Since 1994 
Vredo developes and produces completely in-house.
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The Vredo PROFI 12 meters equiped with double V-discs and hydraulic dropstop

Listening to its customers and paying attention to the market and 
social interests, Vredo has reviewed her slurry injector 

series completely. From the outflow nozzle to the hitch and 
everything in between, has been reviewed and optimized. Weight 

reduction, less wearing parts, less and easier maintenance 
in combination with precision injection. All important new features 

with preserving the well known Vredo Quality.

THE NEW GENERATION SLURRY INJECTORS

PROFI SERIES

FROM PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE TO ENGINEERING
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THE NEW LIGHTLY BUILD FRAME

Used techniques ensure:
• an open frame
• usage of high quality steel
• easy acces and maintanance
• less moving parts
• a huge weight reduction 

For the entire PROFI slurry injector series
(PROFI ECO/PROFI/PROFI XL) Vredo has chosen 
one and the same frame construction 
and the usage of the same elements.

THE NEWLY DEVELOPED SINGLE DISC, THE SOLID DISC
Next to Vredo’s trade mark; the double V-disc system, Vredo has developed a single disc as well. On purpose not a 
curved disc but a hardened, sharp V shaped single disc, so that loser soils like arable land and meadows can be 
cultivated, without aggressively cutting or clogging the disc. The single V disc also ensures a remarkable weight 
reduction. The single V-disc is extremely suitable for fertilising pastures on all types of soil. The engineered design 
gives the single disc the ability to be easily drawn whilst cutting and it penetrates a lot easier than the traditional thick 
disc coulter.

Vredo Profi ECO 7,5 meter equiped with single V disc

THE NEW LIGHT WEIGHT DUO ELEMENTS
The discs are mounted to a lightweight DUO element. These are 
maintenance friendly, mechanically progressive sprung and with that, 
they guarantee optimal ground contour-following. By using maintenance 
free torsion rubbers, the elements are steerable as well. The spring 
construction, directly set to the frame, ensures a self-correcting soil following 
element, with a perfect slurry deposit.

PRECISION INJECTION
The new 40 mm hoses ensure an exact slurry injection and with the help of GPS  
technology (optionally with NIR sensor or Tare card). The driver determines where to 
shut off sections. The pneumatic dropstop can be shut off per 2 element pairs, to 
prevent overlap and over fertilising. The slurry is being deposited where it belongs, 
near the root of the plant for maximising revenue and durable cultivation.

MAINTENANCE FRIENDLY
The discs from the new PROFI and PROFI ECO series are equipped with maintenance 
free bearings, which are protected by cassette seals. Periodic lubrication of the double 
bearings is now history. The other grease and pivot points are being fed by 1 central 
grease point. The easily accessible open frame and the use of less wearing parts 
like chains and dropstop clamps ensure a maintenance free slurry injector. For the 
remaining wearing parts, Vredo has its favourably priced OEM parts available.

THE NEW LEVELINGSYSTEM
The new levelling system combined with the on frame mechanical spring diagonal 
suspended element, ensure a direct reacting, extreme ground contour-following 
injector. The Vredo PROFI injector is the most technical use of mechanical simplicity.
The new levelling system of the ECO/PROFI/PROFI XL is further explained on pages 
8/12/16.

With that the design meets subjects like; emission, soil 
pressure, durability, efficiency, and cost reduction in fuel and maintenance. 

The Vredo PROFI is completely sandblasted and coated with a 3 layer powdercoating for lasting protection. The 
Vredo PROFI ECO has a completely galvanised frame. 

CUSTOM MADE
The universal base frame can be equipped with the desired element composition; double or single disc, pneumatic 
or hydraulic dropstop. 

Competitor disc 1

Competitor disc 2

Vredo single V-disc, the Solid Disc

Vredo double V-Disc
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 Single V disc slurry absorption results 

DUO slurry element, with 
1 pivoting point for weight 
reduction. Mechanically 
sprung for a quick reaction 
time.

Steerable elements 
thanks to maintenance 
free torsion rubbers.

Drag Foot ensures:
1. Clean incision
2. Discs remain clean
3. Limitation of depth of cut

The constant slit and optimal soil 
following of the slurry element, is 
obtained by the maintenance free  
progressive spring, diagonally 
mounted directly to the frame.

Shutting the dropstop, now work 
from front to back, with that the 
rubbers stay in a better shape. 
The dropstop are only being 
opened by control of the driver.

The streamlined rubber nozzle 
is attched to the element closely 
behind the discs to ensure 
perfect slurry depositing.Plastic block keeps the slot momentarily 

open for the slurry.

The Single V-disc and Self-sharpening V-shaped 
disc pairs made of high quality durable material. 
Open discs prevent blockage with crop resi- 
dues. Easily drawn whilst cutting.

Slurry hose with 40 mm inner 
diameter.

The completely new PROFI series
THE FEATURES
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The PROFI ECO series are available in the Single V-disc version and hydraulic dropstop (DS H).
Vredo has deliberately chosen for a smaller diameter single V-disc on a light weight DUO element. The 
engineered design ensures that the single V-disc is easily drawn whilst cutting and penetrates a lot 
easier as the traditional thick disc coulter. The Single V-disc ensures minimal compaction, in order for the 
slurry to be optimally absorbed. The single disc has less wear and the tractor uses less fuel. The 
completely fire galvanised frame, has the same construction as the PROFI, but is constructed out of a 
lighter material. The small constructed middle frame gives it a compact dimension in transport. That 
combined with the low weight and universal hitch possibilities, make the PROFI ECO the 
ideal match behind every trailed slurry tank. The slurry injector can be mounted very 
closely to the tractor for an ideal weight distribution.

Working widths form 5,25 meters to 7,5 meters available.

PROFI ECO series

DUO-S elements, 
ensure

weight reduction.

Maintenance free, 
mechanically progressive 

sprung DUO elements, give a 
quick reaction time.

Frame hung DUO- elements 
are sideways movable 

thanks to torsion rubbers.

Maintenance free bearings, no 
acces for pollution and durable 

lubrication thanks to cassette seals.
Dropstop is only being opened 

by control of the driver.

Dropstop, now works from front to 
back, with that the rubbers stay 

in a better shape.

Synchronised cylinders 
for evenly folding 

in and out.

Open frame ensures weight loss, 
less pollution

and easy cleaning.

Standard 3- and 4- point 
hitch with

several widths.

The streamlined rubber nozzel is 
attached very close behind the discs 

and put the slurry neatly 
into the slot.

Distributor with star rotor 
ensures an

accurate slurry deposit.

The slurry hose is mounted in the 
rubber nozzle, therefore no narrowing 
and clogging is limited to a minimum.

40 mm hoses made for precision 
deposting slurry. Less slurry in the hoses 
means more accurate slurry deposites.

PROFI ECO series

For protection the mechnically 
automatic retractable disc protection

shields cover the slurry discs 
during transport.

Mechanically and 
hydraulic locking mechanisme 

for transportsafety.

Favorable transition of force to the frame 
thanks to the diagonal mounted progressive 

spring, opposite to mounted on the hinch.
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PROFI PROFI 
ECOECO

PROFI PROFI 
ECOECO

PROFI PROFI 
ECOECO

OPTIONS PROFI ECO SLURRY INJECTORS

Model PROFI ECO
Type Profi Eco 5,25 Profi Eco  6 Profi Eco  6,75 Profi Eco 7,5
Working Width 5,25 6 6,75 7,5
No. of sections 3
No. of discs 28 32 36 40
Element suspension Per duo element independently mechanically suspended
Row distance (cm) 18,75
Transport width (m) 2,82 meter
Height (from the ground) 2,45 2,82 3,12 3,57
Hitch 3- or 4 points CAT III, width CAT II & CAT III

Required hydraulics Folding 2x 1/2” center open
Drop-stop 2x 1/2 “closed centre

Distributor 2x DA 3/4 “centre open 60 l / min 
with automatic reversing capability

Pressureless return 1x 1/2”

Opties Camera | Support wheels | Knotted Triangle | 
Automatic switching on and off of the slurry pump

*Vredo Dodewaard BV reserves the right to change specification and design of products described in this literature without notice

Camera2 sets Support wheels

ELEMENT TYPE

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Working widths (m) 5,25 6 6,75 7,5
Element types DS H DS H DS H DS H
Weight ca. (kg) 1395 1520 1630 1710

Duo element 
Solid disc 
Hydraulic 
  
For fertilising spring 
crop and other crop soils,
with hydraulic dropstop.

DS H

Linkage:  
CAT III (CAT II width): 875 mm
CAT III (CAT III width): 1020 mmM
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Fixed three/fore point hitch 
PROFI ECO

Knotted triangle
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PROFI series

The PROFI series for self propelled or bigger trailed tanks in single or double disc principle, 
with hydraulic or pneumatic dropstop. For the critical user looking for a do it all machine 
that under all conditions deposits the slurry optimally. Optional with section control with or 
without application controller for the neatest results.

Working widths from 7,5 meters till 12 meters available.

DUO-S elements, 
ensure

weight reduction.

Maintenance free, 
mechanically progressive 

sprung DUO elements, give a 
quick reaction time.

Frame hung DUO- elements 
are sideways movable thanks 

to torsion rubbers.

Favorable transition of force to the frame 
thanks to the diagonal mounted progressive 

spring, opposite mounted on the hinch.

Mechanically and hydraulic 
locking mechanisme for 

transport safety.

For protection the mechnically 
automatic retractable disk 

protectionshields cover the slurry discs 
during transport.

PROFI series

Maintenance free bearings, 
no acces for pollution and durable 
lubrication thanks to casette seals.

Dropstop is a standard hydraulic 
optional is the pneumatic

section control.

Dropstop is only opened 
by control of the driver.

Dropstop, now works from front 
to back, with that the rubbers 

stay in a better shape.

The high quality steel 
open frame ensures weight loss, 

less pollution and 
easy cleaning.

Pre-adjustable convex or concave 
setting, for immediate respons to 

the field and /or ground conditions.

The frame can oscillate independently in the field; 
the folding cylinders are connected by a pull/push 
rod in a parallelogram. Equipped with pendulum

lockout that kicks in when the machine gets 
folded or lifted.

Foldable step for 
easy access 

and maintenance.

The slurry hose is mounted in the 
rubber nozzle, therefore no narrowing 
and clogging is limited to a minimum.

The streamlined rubber nozzel is 
attached very close behind the discs 

and deposits the slurry neatly into the slot.

The DMX distributor with unique strarrotor 
up to 9,75m, or 2 ECQ distributors on the 

12 mtr. version, ensure an 
accurate distribution.

40 mm hoses made for precision 
depositing slurry, less slurry in the 

hoses means accurate slurry deposits.
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PROFIPROFI PROFIPROFI

PROFIPROFIPROFIPROFI

PROFIPROFI

PROFIPROFI
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PROFIPROFI PROFIPROFI

PROFIPROFIPROFIPROFI

Model PROFI

Type Profi 7,5 Profi 8,25 Profi 9 Profi 9,75 Profi 12
Working Width (m) 7,5 8,25 9 9,75 12
No.of sections 3 5
No.of discs 40 44 48 52 64

Element suspension Per duo element independently mechanically suspended

Row distance (cm) 18,75

Transport width (m) 2,82 meter

Height 
(from the ground) (m) 3,06 3,43 3,80 3,92 3,80

Hitch Vredo Quick hitch A-frame | Evers hitch A-frame | Thumb plates
Required hydraulics Folding 2x 1/2” center open

Drop-stop 2xDW 1/2 “closed centre (not available with pneumatic dropstop )

Distributor 2x DA 3/4 “centre open 60 l/min with automatic reversing capability

Pressureless return 1x 1/2”

Opties Automatic switching on and off of the slurry pump | Automatic greasing | Support wheels | 
Knotted triangle| Multifaster | Towbar support | GPS section control | Camera

*Vredo Dodewaard BV reserves the right to change specification and design of products described in this literature without notice.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Working widths (m) 7,5 8,25 9
Element types DV H DV L DS H DS L DV H DV L DS H DS L DV H DV L DS H DS L
Weight ca. (kg) 2590 2640 2340 2290 2760 2745 2500 2395 2860 2860 2630 2580

Working widths (m) 9,75 12
Element types DV H DV L DS H DS L DV H DV L DS H DS L
Weight ca. (kg) 3045 2950 2735 2690 3610 3495 3400 3320

Duo element 
V disc 
Hydraulic 

For the proven slurry 
principal from Vredo with
hydraulic dropstop.

DV H

Duo element 
V disc  
Lucht (pneumatic) 
   
For the proven slurry
principal from Vredo with 
pneumatic dropstop in order to 
apply section control for 
precision slurry injection.

DV L

Duo element 
Solid disc
Hydraulic 
  
For fertilising spring crop 
and other crop soils,
with hydraulic dropstop.

DS H

ELEMENT TYPES

Duo element 
Solid disc  
Lucht (pneumatic) 
 
For fertilising spring crop and 
other crop soils, with pneumatic 
dropstop in order to apply 
section control for precision 
slurry injection.

DS L

Hitch:  
CAT III (CAT II width): 860 mm
CAT IV (CAT III width): 1020 mmM
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Hitch:  
CAT III (CAT II width): 860 mm
CAT IV (CAT III width): 1020 mm

Quick hitch A-frame PROFI Thumb plates PROFI

Knotted TriangleCamera Tow bar support2 sets Support wheels 4 sets Support wheels
(12 meters)

OPTIONS PROFI SLURRYINJECTORS

Automatic greasing
(standard is central greasing)

MultifasterIsobus / GPS 
sectioncontrol

3 point hitch by 
means of
thumbplates

Evers hitch
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PROFI XL series

The PROFI XL series for self propelled or bigger trailed tanks is the latest slurry injector from 
Vredo and the first in its class with, in addition to a 15-metre version, also an 18-metre 
version. Ingenious folding systems make it possible to keep this slurry injector compact. 
Active pendulum systems ensure the contour following character of the slurry injector. The 
individually suspended DUO elements ensure that the injector follows the ground contours 
optimally.
The Profi XL series is available in 15 and 18 metre working widths

DUO-S elements, 
ensure

weight reduction.

Maintenance free, 
mechanically progressive 

sprung DUO elements, give a 
quick reaction time.

Frame hung DUO- elements 
are sideways movable thanks 

to torsion rubbers.

Favorable transition of force to the frame 
thanks to the diagonal mounted progressive 

spring, opposite mounted on the hinch.

Mechanically and hydraulic 
locking mechanisme for 

transport safety.

For protection the mechnically 
automatic retractable disk 

protectionshields cover the slurry discs 
during transport.

Maintenance free bearings, 
no acces for pollution and durable 
lubrication thanks to casette seals.

Dropstop is a standard hydraulic 
optional is the pneumatic

section control.

Dropstop is only opened 
by control of the driver.

Dropstop, now works from front 
to back, with that the rubbers 

stay in a better shape.

PROFI  XL series

The high quality steel 
open frame ensures weight loss, 

less pollution and 
easy cleaning.

The innovative fold and unfold con-
struction ensures, next to stability 

and force transition, for optimal soil 
following and free oscillation in the 

field.

Thanks to the hydraulic cylinders and innovative frame 
construction, it is easy to create hydraulic tension in a 
way that the injector can either press or relive tension 

to adapt to the soil conditions.

The slurry hose is mounted in the 
rubber nozzle, therefore no narrowing 
and clogging is limited to a minimum.

The streamlined rubber nozzel is 
attached very close behind the discs 

and deposits the slurry neatly into the slot.

40 mm hoses made for precision 
depositing slurry, less slurry in the 

hoses means accurate slurry deposits.

Light bar meets the requirements of 
the road transport legislation: width 

plates at the rear and licence 
plate holder with lighting.

Clever hose guide construction 
ensures an optimal 

hose guiding  

48 holes Vogelsang ExaCut ECQ 
distributors. Mounted on a ideal height 

for precise side distribution of the slurry. 
The distributors hydraulically fold 

down for a compact transport position. 
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PROFI PROFI 
XLXL

PROFI PROFI 
XLXL

PROFI PROFI 
XLXL

PROFI PROFI 
XLXL

PROFI PROFI 
XLXL

PROFI PROFI 
XLXL

PROFI PROFI 
XLXL

PROFI PROFI 
XLXL

PROFI PROFI 
XLXL

Hitch:  
CAT III (CAT II width): 860 mm
CAT IV (CAT III width): 1020 mmM
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Hitch:  
CAT III (CAT II width): 860 mm
CAT IV (CAT III width): 1020 mm

Quick hitch A-frame PROFI XL Thumb plates PROFI XL

Knotted TriangleCamera Depth registration4 sets Support wheels
(15&18 meters)

OPTIONS PROFI XL SLURRYINJECTORS

Automatic greasing
(standard is central greasing)

MultifasterIsobus / GPS 
sectioncontrol

3 point hitch by 
means of
thumbplates

Evers hitch

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

ELEMENT TYPES

Model PROFI XL

Type Profi XL 15 metres Profi XL  18 metres
Working Width (m) 15 18
No. of sections 5 7
No. of discs 80 96

Element suspension Per duo element independently mechanically suspended

Row distance (cm) 18,75

Transport width (m) 2,98

Height (from the ground) (m) 3,92 3,92

Hitch Vredo Quick hitch A-frame | Evers hitch A-frame | Thumb plates
Required hydraulics Folding 2x 1/2” center open

Drop-stop 2xDW 1/2 “closed centre (not available with pneumatic dropstop )

Distributor 2x DA 3/4 “centre open 60 l/min

Pressureless return 1x 1/2”

Options GPS section control | Camera |  Support wheels| Multifaster 
Depth registration | Automatic greasing 

*Vredo Dodewaard BV reserves the right to change specification and design of products described in this literature without notice.

Duo element 
V disc 
Hydraulic 

For the proven slurry 
principal from Vredo with
hydraulic dropstop.

DV H

Duo element 
V disc  
Lucht (pneumatic) 
   
For the proven slurry
principal from Vredo with 
pneumatic dropstop in order to 
apply section control for 
precision slurry injection.

DV L

Duo element 
Solid disc
Hydraulic 
  
For fertilising spring crop 
and other crop soils,
with hydraulic dropstop.

DS H

Duo element 
Solid disc  
Lucht (pneumatic) 
 
For fertilising spring crop and 
other crop soils, with pneumatic 
dropstop in order to apply 
section control for precision 
slurry injection.

DS L

Working widths (m) 15 18
Element types DV H DV L DS H DS L DV H DV L DS H DS L
Weight ca. (kg) 5270 5215 4859 4710 5740 5740 5252 5205

* All weights are carefully calculated. Vredo reserves the right to change specification of these products 
described in this literature without notice.
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OUR PHILOSOPHY
Vredo’s philosophy is “Built to Work”, and yet every machine, however reliable,
needs regular maintenance to keep working. To make the maintenance work as easy as 
possible, we’ve designed our machines to be service-friendly where possible. Vredo’s sup- 
port on parts and service is customer-focussed, reliable, competent and fast.

ORIGINAL SPARE PARTS
Vredo has all wearing parts and other parts belonging to her products on stock. When you 
purchase an original Vredo part, you purchase quality and assurance of mind. Our parts 
are manufactured according to rigorous guidelines in order to meet our own high standards.

SERVICE
Vredo has a full-time team of professional and well-trained service engineers in
house, in order to make sure that your machine continues to function optimally even during the most 
hectic peak-periods. We are there to solve your problems.

EDUCATION
We organise training days regularly in order to keep mechanics and drivers up to date on the 
latest developments and updates.

Serviceteam
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